In Figure S1 we show representative snapshots for NPs with aspect ratio of 2 when adsorbed at oil droplet interface. The droplet diameter is 50R c . The interface area per NP is A c =90. 
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In Figure S3 we report the averaged orientation angle as a function of area per NP, A c , for NPs with aspect ratio 4 and N=30 adsorbed either on a flat oil-water interface, or on an oil droplet of diameter 50R c . Note that the orientation angles are always larger than 40°. In The energy for a NP totally immersed in oil phase is given by:
The energy for the same NP adsorbed at the water/oil interface is:
In these equations, 
We apply the Young's relation to the surface tensions: 
The difference between pressure inside and outside droplet is the Laplace pressure:
In Eq. (S6), R is the droplet radius.
For a water droplet immersed in oil:
For an oil droplet immersed in water:
The attachment energy when a NP adsorbs from the oil phase on a water droplet immersed in oil is then:
The attachment energy when a NP adsorbs on an oil droplet immersed in water is:
We can combine Eq. (S7) and (S8) in the general form
In which ε = 1 when the droplet is water and ε = -1 when the droplet is oil.
In Figure S8 we S ) are obtained numerically from numerical analysis of the simulation snapshots. The attachment energy profiles suggest that when the droplet size is sufficiently small, two energy wells appear, and the energy barrier between two minima is of the order of a few k B T. As a consequence, the NP can change its relative orientation with respect to the interface by switching between these energy wells, as confirmed by our simulations (see Figure S5 ). The calculations shown in Figure S8 are performed within a number of assumptions.
In particular, the surface tension is assumed independent on droplet size and the particles are maintained fixed at the various orientations to calculate the various terms needed for Eq. (S9). 
